Here are just some of our speakers
for Teachers’ Institute 2021
Dr. Gregory Stanton
Dr. Stanton is the founding
president of Genocide
Watch. His Ten Stages of
Genocide model has
become paradigmatic for
prediction and prevention
of genocide.
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Dr. Adele Messina
Dr. Messina is an Italian
historian and author of
American Sociology and
Holocaust Studies: The
Alleged Silence and
Creation of the
Sociological Delay.

Dr. Fred E. Katz

This year, the Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education
Center of Florida is proud to present our annual Teachers’
Institute in a virtual setting.
Digital Resources to Increase Engagement

We will introduce new digital tools and primary sources to
facilitate student engagement that work in a hybrid setting
and prompt reflections on ethical behavior, individual
responsibility, and critical thinking.
Interdisciplinary Teaching Strategies

Dr. Katz is a child survivor
of the Holocaust and
sociologist. He is the
author of Ordinary People
and Extraordinary Evil and
Confronting Evil: Two
Journeys.

Dr. Mark Winton
Dr. Winton is the Senior
Lecturer for The Department
of Criminal Justice at the
University of Central Florida.
He will provide a unique
look into causes of
perpetrator behavior.
Plus, more to come!
Funded in part by a grant from the
Commissioner of Education’s Task
Force on Holocaust Education

Broadening our focus, the HMREC will provide a breadth of
resources and pedagogical techniques to examine the
history and legacy of the Holocaust from different
perspectives, disciplines, and grade levels.
Guest Speakers

You will have a chance to hear from those who experienced
the Holocaust, as well as guest speakers who will address
perpetrator behavior, sociological perspectives of the
Holocaust, and pedagogical strategies for making relevant
connections with modern day genocides since the
Holocaust.
Teachers will gain relevant connections to today's issues of
social justice and will be able to present a meaningful
curriculum to their students.

Admission is free and open to all educators!
Florida teachers are eligible for 20 InService PD points! PLUS
a $250 stipend and Holocaust related books to the first 40
teachers who register and complete session requirements!

CLICK TO REGISTER TODAY!
If you have any questions, please contact spoynor@holocaustedu.org

